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Abstract

Concept indexing in multimedia libraries is very useful
for users searching and browsing but it is a very chal-
lenging research problem as well. Beyond the systems’
implementations issues, semantic indexing is strongly
dependant upon the size and quality of the training
examples. In this paper, we describe the collaborative
annotation system used to annotate the High Level Fea-
tures (HLF) in the development set of TRECVID 2007.
This system is web-based and takes advantage of Ac-
tive Learning approach. We show that Active Learning
allows simultaneously getting the most useful informa-
tion form the partial annotation and significantly re-
ducing the annotation effort per participant relatively
to previous collaborative annotations.

1 Introduction

Semantic content-based access to image and video doc-
uments is a strong need for many industrial applica-
tions. Indexing concepts in images and in video seg-
ments is the main key to enable it and it is still a re-
search challenge. Due to the so called semantic gap
between the raw image or video contents and the el-
ements that makes sense to human beings, indexing
concepts in image or video documents is a very hard
task. It is most often carried out using classifiers or
networks of classifiers [9, 14, 3] trained using supervised
learning. Systems’ performance depends a lot upon the
implementation choices and details but it also strongly
depends upon the size and quality of the training ex-
amples. While it is quite easy and cheap to get large
amounts of raw data, it is usually very costly to have
them annotated because it involves human intervention
for the judging of the “ground truth”.

Many research works on content-based image and video
indexing are conducted in the context of the TRECVID
campaigns [13]. These campaigns provide to the par-
ticipants a complete framework with data collections,
well defined tasks, ground truth and metrics for the
evaluation of indexing and/or retrieval systems. Ad-
ditionally, annotated data are provided for some tasks

like the “High Level Feature (HLF) extraction task”
which is actually a concept indexing task. Large anno-
tation efforts were organized in 2003 [7] and 2005 [15, 8]
in order to produce a complete annotation of the de-
velopment set for a series of target concepts. These
initiatives produced very valuable resources but at a
very high cost.

While the volume of data that can be manually anno-
tated is limited due to the cost of manual intervention,
there remains the possibility to select the data samples
that will be annotated so that their annotation is “as
useful as possible” [1]. Deciding which samples will be
the most useful is not trivial. Active learning is an ap-
proach in which an existing system is used to predict
the usefulness of new samples. This approach is a par-
ticular case of incremental learning in which a system
is trained several times with a growing set of samples.
The objective is to select as few samples as possible
to be manually indexed and to get from then the best
possible classification performance.

Active learning experiments were conducted using the
TRECVID 2005 fully annotated development set and
the TRECVID 2006 test set and metrics [2]. The sim-
ulations of an active learning process showed that, by
annotating only a small fraction of the development set,
it is possible to obtain a system performance (MAP)
which is equivalent or even superior to the performance
that can be obtained using the full annotation of the
development set.

In this paper, we describe the use of active learn-
ing technique for annotation of unlabeled video cor-
pus. In order to provide manually annotation on the
TRECVID 2007 development set at cheapest cost, we
organized a web-based collaborative annotation tool in
the spirit of what was done in the 2003 and 2005 [15].
Active learning has been used in order to simultane-
ously get the most useful information form the par-
tial annotation and significantly reduce the annotation
effort per participant relatively to previous collabora-
tive annotations. In the following of this paper, we
first describe previous active learning experiments and
then present the principles and the organization of this
project and the lessons learnt from it.



2 Simulated active learning

In a previous work, [2] simulated an active learning
process using the TRECVID 2005 fully annotated de-
velopment set and the TRECVID 2006 test set and
metrics. By progressively including annotations in
the training set, various active learning strategies have
been evaluated in a variety of conditions. Results have
been obtained using a particular corpus (TRECVID
2005/2006), a particular type of concepts (LSCOM-
lite) and using a particular learning system (network
of SVM classifiers). They might not transpose directly
to other types of contents, target concepts or learning
system though we expect the observed general trends
to still be valid.

Three strategies were compared: “relevance sampling”,
“uncertainty sampling”, and “random sampling”. The
two first strategies respectively select the most probable
and the most uncertain samples [6]. The third one is a
random choice. Here are the main conclusions:

• For easy concepts, the “relevance sampling” strat-
egy is the best one when less than 15% of the
dataset is annotated and the “uncertainty sam-
pling” strategy is the best one when 15% or more
of the dataset is annotated.

• The “relevance sampling” and “uncertainty sam-
pling” strategies are roughly equivalent for moder-
ately difficult and difficult concepts. In all cases,
the maximum performance is reached when 12 to
15% of the whole dataset is annotated.

• The previous results depend upon the step size and
the training set size. 1/40th of the training set size
is a good value for the step size.

• The size of the subset of the training set that has
to be annotated in order to reach the maximum
achievable performance varies with the square root
of the training set size.

• The “relevance sampling” strategy is more “recall
oriented” while the “uncertainty sampling”’ strat-
egy is more “precision oriented”.

Figure 1 shows the evolution of the system Mean Aver-
age Precision (MAP, actually inferred average precision
as it was introduced in TRECVID 2006) with the num-
ber of annotated samples for the three strategies and
with an active learning step size of 1/40th of the train-
ing set size. The active learning process was initialized
with a set of 10 positive samples and 20 negative sam-
ples randomly chosen (the assumption is that the user
has at least a few positive examples of what he is look-
ing for and that negative examples are easy to find).

What is remarkable is that the maximum system per-
formance is reached when only a small fraction of the
development set is annotated if this fraction is care-
fully chosen. Here the fraction is of about 12-15% for
a development set size of 36014 samples. Other exper-
iments (not shown here) indicate that this is also the
case for different development set sizes and that the
optimal fraction varies with the square root of the de-
velopment set (it is of about 25-30% of the development
set if its size is reduced to 9003 samples).

Figure 2 shows the effect of the active learning step
size. The intuition that smaller step sizes are better is
clearly confirmed. However, small step sizes are costly
since the system needs to be re-trained a lot of times.
Using a small step size is more critical during the first
iterations.

Figure 3 shows the evolution of the number of positive
samples found (average on all concepts) as a function of
the number of annotated samples for the three strate-
gies. The rate of finding of positive samples near the
beginning are of about 2.4:1 and 4.5:1 for “uncertainty
sampling” and “relevance sampling”’ strategies respec-
tively relatively to the “random” choice.

3 Collaborative annotation sys-
tem

For the TRECVID 2003 annotation effort, [7] provided
a tool to facilitate multimedia annotation tasks for gen-
eral users. This tool generated MPEG-7 compatible
outputs and included various features from video shot
segmentation to ontology editing and region based an-
notation. However, Videoannex was a standalone sys-
tem, thus each user needs to get possession of the entire
collection and the annotation data must be collected
afterwards. Moreover, this tool was not user centered
as it forced to annotate all available concepts from the
ontology simultaneously. The TRECVID 2005 collab-
orative annotation system was a web-based application
that allowed users to annotate using a web browser [15].
Thanks to the centralized architecture, the system was
able to display a set of overall statistics during an an-
notation session.

Our system is web-based and relies on an active learn-
ing approach. Similar approaches have already been
considered for image and video indexing or retrieval
[5, 11] but not yet in the context of a web based collab-
orative annotation. As this was done in the previous
collaborative annotation, we produced samples at the
subshot level since these are much more likely to have a
homogeneous and non ambiguous content. In order to
ease the annotation process, annotation is consists to
judge one key frame per subshot. We finally extracted
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Figure 1: Evolution of system MAP with the number of annotated samples for the three strategies, all concepts.
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Figure 3: Evolution of the number of positive samples found with the number of annotated samples for the three
strategies, all concepts.



21532 key frames using the video segmentation tool de-
scribed in [12]. The following subsections describe the
interface and organization of the collaborative annota-
tion system.

3.1 Shots, subshots and key frames

The HLF extraction task is evaluated at the shot level
and systems are supposed to return for each target con-
cept (or HLF) a ranked list of the 2000 shots that are
most likely to contain it. These shots come from an
automatic segmentation tool and they were provided
by Fraunhofer HHI [10]. Two shot segmentation were
provided however: an “original” one which is the opti-
mal segmentation given by the system and the “official”
TRECVID one which is derived from the original one
by fusing short shots together in order to produce offi-
cial shots of at least two seconds (this is a requirement
of the NIST assessors, shorter shots are hard to judge).
In order to clarify things in the following, original shots
are called “subshots” and the official shots (that may
contain several shots are simply called “shots”. key
frames and subshots matches one to one and unam-
biguously refer to the other.
As this was done in the previous collaborative annota-
tion, we decided to produce annotations at the subshot
level since these are much more likely to have a homo-
geneous and non ambiguous content. In order to ease
the annotation process, we produced one key frame per
subshot and the annotation can be done on the basis of
this key frame if it is sufficient for that or on the basis
of the whole subshot content if necessary. 21532 key
frames/subshots have been selected for annotation. 36
concepts have also been selected by NIST for the HLF
tasks and they can all be annotated on the 21532 key
frames/subshots.

3.2 Web interface

The TRECVID 2007 Collaborative Annotation system
has been designed to be efficient and easy to use. Like
the TRECVID 2005 collaborative annotation system
[15], it operates through the Web and requires no lo-
cal software installation. Participation is restricted to
groups that are registered TRECVID participants and
that have signed the Sound & Vision license agreement.
The system has two modes of operation: a sequential
mode in which the images to annotate are displayed
one by one (Figure 4) and a parallel mode in which the
images are displayed by groups in a two-dimensional
array (Figure 5). In the parallel mode, users can define
the dimensions of the array in order and adapt visual-
ization to his screen size.
Users were required to annotate only one concept at a
time. The system gave priority to the concept which

Figure 4: Sequential interface of the annotation system.

had the less annotated samples. For the current con-
cept to annotate, images are displayed, either one by
one or by group depending upon the mode chosen, and
for each image the user has three choices for its annota-
tion: POSITIVE (the concept is clearly there), NEG-
ATIVE (the concept is clearly not there), SKIPPED
(any other case, whatever the cause of uncertainty).

In the parallel mode, users see by default an image at
a smaller resolution that the video one (160 × 120 in-
stead of 352 × 288). By passing the mouse over one of
the small images they can get an enlarged view of it in a
corner of the screen. In both modes, users also have the
possibility to play the whole video shot if they feel that
this can help them to make a better decision. This
is often the case for “dynamic” concepts like “Walk-
ing Running”.

3.3 Organization

TRECVID participants register as teams and each
team may have several users doing the annotation. In
order to encourage participation to the collaborative
annotation, the resulting annotation is available only
to the teams that have completed a minimum amount
of annotations, as this was also the case in previous
TRECVID collaborative annotations. The minimum
annotation effort was set to 3% of the total number of
annotations that should be done in order to annotate
each key frame/subshot for each concept once. This
amounts to 23255 annotations per team and can be
completed in about 13 hours considering an average



Figure 5: Parallel interface of the annotation system.

annotation time of 2 seconds per key frame × concept.

4 Active learning system

We implemented the same system described in [2]: an
iterative process which use samples score from previ-
ous iteration to sort samples depending of the strate-
gies. The active learning process was running perma-
nently during the whole annotation period (over two
months). It has been optimize in order to run with a
parallel implementation on 10 bi-processor (3 GHz P4)
servers. The process continuously computed (train-
ing/prediction) one concept at once. Hence, in order
to have similar annotation progress for the concepts,
the system continuously chooses the concept which re-
ceived the largest number of annotations since its last
training. Consequently, there is not any step size, iter-
ation occurs when a concept has been selected by the
system.

The collaborative annotation system also run perma-
nently and independently of the active learning process.
The Collaborative annotation process uses the last ver-
sion of the classification system produced by the active
learning system in order to select the samples for an-
notation. Similarly, the active learning system uses the
last available set of annotations to re-train the classifi-
cation systems.

4.1 Classification system

The classification system used for the active learning
process is derived from the one used for our participa-
tion the TRECVID 2006 high level feature extraction
task. Since the language used in both collections is dif-
ferent and since the English machine translation was
not available yet, we used two variants, one using the
text input and the other not using it.

The system is detailed in [3]. It uses visual and text
features when available. Visual features include local
and global features and both include color, texture and
motion low-level features. The system uses network of
SVM classifiers [4] and implements a mix of early and
late fusion schemes. Its performance on the TRECVID
2006 HLF extraction task was slightly above the me-
dian with an Inferred Average Precision of 0.088.

4.2 Cold start and strategies

Since the concepts to annotate are the same in
2005/2006 and 2007, we can use a system trained only
on 2005 data for starting the selection of the samples
on the 2007 data. This is a challenge since the 2005 and
2007 corpora are quite different on visual, sound and
text modalities. The “cold start” strategy was finally
to begin the training with only 2005 samples and then
to progressively replace as many as possible of them by
2007 samples. This was done until enough 2007 positive
and negative samples were found. This was quite hard
to judge but we finally decided to remove the last 2005



samples and therefore switch to “2007 only” training
when 25% of the development set was annotated.
During the mixed training phase, using both 2005 and
2007 samples, it was not possible to use the text fea-
tures in the classification system since no common rep-
resentation was possible (English vs. Dutch language).
This phase was therefore completed using only the vi-
sual content. The text was finally added as an addi-
tional feature for classification after the switch to 2007
only. It was actually introduced when about 40% of
the development set was annotated both because we
wanted to observe and distinguish both effects.
We started with the “relevance sampling” strategy as it
was identified as the most efficient for the beginning of
the process. Switching to the “most uncertain” strat-
egy was considered at a time but we finally did not
activate it as the expected gain was low and because
we still wanted to observe other effects that might have
interacted with it.
We implemented an additional strategy in order to
boost annotation of positive samples, we call “neigh-
borhood sampling”. It consists in looking for new pos-
itive samples in the temporal neighborhood of already
found positive samples. Each time a positive sample
has been found, the preceding and following samples
(previous and next subshots in the same video file) are
selected with the highest priority for annotation. This
additional strategy was used jointly with the “relevance
sampling” strategy and it was activated early, when
about 1.5% of the development set was annotated.

5 Quality

From the TRECVID 2005 collaborative annotation
study [15], it was observed that disagreement among
annotators occurred for about 3% of the annotated key
frame × concepts. These are due sometimes to obvi-
ous mistakes, to misunderstanding of the concept or
to subjective interpretation of the key frame/subshot
contents. We had an additional source of inconsistency
that is that some users apparently failed sometimes to
notice the change of the concept to annotate despite
the displayed warning. Such changes occur quite fre-
quently since they are required by the active learning
framework. Those various wrong annotations intro-
duced some false positive and negatives which could
affect the active learning process.
Since we wanted to keep the annotation effort reason-
able, we did not want to have most of the concept being
annotated several times. We decided to have a multiple
check of only the most suspect annotations. We used
for that the active learning approach by re-proposing
the samples that have been predicted as most misclas-
sified (i.e. positive annotated samples that were most

probably predicted as negative and vice versa). All
samples marked as skipped were also proposed for a
second annotation. In case of disagreement between
the first and second annotation of a key frame × con-
cept, this one was proposed for a third judgment and
a majority voting was used for making the final deci-
sion. Finally a direct visual inspection of the positive,
negative and skipped samples was made available to
the organizers only so they can easily and quickly spot
some obvious remaining errors, possibly leading to a
fourth judgment. As indicated in the following section,
only a small fraction of the samples have been anno-
tated twice, an even smaller fraction was annotated
three times and so on while these were done as clev-
erly as possible to clean up as much as possible the
collaborative annotation.

6 Analysis

32 teams participated to the 2007 TRECVID collabo-
rative annotation effort and produced a total of 711566
annotations. Table 1 gives some statistics on these an-
notations. “Pass 1”, “Pass 2”, “Pass 3” and “Pass
4” corresponds to the number of annotations that
were done respectively at least once, at least twice, at
least three times and at least four times for a given
key frame × concept. The “Synthesis” correspond to
the global annotation when a “majority” rule is ap-
plied if there is more than one annotation for a key
frame × concept.
Table 2 indicates the frequency of the concepts in the
collection. These figures come from incomplete data
and this may cause a bias. Thanks to the active learn-
ing approach and to the fact that 75-90% of the corpus
has been annotated, the bias is expected to be negligi-
ble except for the most frequent concepts like “Face”
or “Person”.
The annotation finally reached a level of about 82%
in average varying form about 75 to 90% depending
upon the concepts, some having been more often mul-
tiply annotated than others. Figure 6 shows how the
collaborative effort was spread over time. Horizontal
units correspond to the days of May 2007 between 1
and 31 included and extrapolated outside. The effort
started slowly with only the organizers (LIG) partic-
ipating in order to control the size of the first active
learning steps and to keep them small for an efficient
start. Other users were asked to participate after a few
days and to do their main effort during the following
15 days which most of them did as can be seen on the
plot. Additional teams joined from time to time af-
terwards and contributed with a small but sustained
effort which was mainly used for cleaning up the col-
laborative annotation with double and triple checks of



Annotated % Annotated Negative Skipped Positive % Positive
Pass 1 641223 82.7 578299 13163 49761 7.76
Pass 2 46864 6.05 11904 7478 27482 58.6
Pass 3 21987 2.84 9383 4040 8564 39.0
Pass 4 1492 0.19 324 940 228 15.3
Synthesis 641223 82.7 578683 15348 47192 7.36

Table 1: Annotation statistics by pass, average on all concepts.

Figure 6: Daily annotations in the collaborative annotation project (GMT time, May 2007 days).

Flag-US 0.06 Military 2.31
Prisoner 0.15 Comp. TV-screen 2.99
Weather 0.18 Car 3.68
Explosion Fire 0.24 Studio 4.22
Natural-Disaster 0.25 Meeting 4.42
Airplane 0.30 Animal 4.63
Bus 0.30 Watersc. Waterfr. 5.07
Desert 0.35 Road 5.92
Charts 0.60 Office 7.25
Maps 0.60 Crowd 8.56
Mountain 0.65 Walking Running 9.69
Truck 0.67 Urban 9.70
Court 0.73 Building 12.1
Snow 0.75 Vegetation 14.3
Police Security 1.40 Sky 17.4
People-Marching 1.43 Outdoor 39.3
Sports 1.50 Face 56.3
Boat Ship 1.58 Person 72.4
Median 1.95 Average 7.36

Table 2: Frequency of concepts (in percent)

suspect or inconsistent annotations.

The evolution of the number of positive samples found
with the fraction of annotated samples gives an idea
of the reduction of effort provided by the active learn-
ing method. like this is displayed in figure 3 for the

TRECVID 2005/2006 experiments though only one
(hybrid) strategy is used. Figure 7 shows this evolu-
tion (average for all concepts) for the TRECVID 2007
collaborative annotation. The prediction of what would
have been the case for a random or sequential scan is
shown as the diagonal. The shape is similar and the
scale of the active learning effect is comparable to

Three particular behaviors can be observed though
the effects are small:

• Near the origin, at about 0.015, an increase in the
finding rate is probably due to the activation of
the “neighborhood sampling” strategy.

• After 0.25, an increase in the finding rate is prob-
ably due to the closing of the “cold start”. Before
this point, active learning uses a mix of 2005 and
2007 data; after this point, it uses only 2007 data.

• After 0.40 an increase in the finding rate is prob-
ably due to the inclusion of text feature in the
classification system.

Though all these events have small effects of the overall
finding rate, they may have larger effects for individual
concepts. This is the case for example for the “Pris-
oner” concept when text features are included.
Figure 7 only shows the general trend of the evolution of
the positive annotations with the total of annotations
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Figure 7: Evolution of the fraction of positive samples found with the fraction of annotated samples; comparison
between active learning and random annotation, all concepts.

but this evolution is highly variable according to the
considered concept. Figure 8 shows a superposition
of the same curve for each of the 36 target concepts.
The active learning effect is visible everywhere but it is
more important for some concepts and sometimes more
important in different regions.

Some effect linked to the fact that the cold start was
done using a different collection can be observed. For
instance, in the “Court”, “Charts” and “Studio” con-
cepts, the visual aspect is quite different in both col-
lections and the active learning has first a negative
effect (less positive samples are found than what a
random choice would provide) and then, when a few
are finally encountered (possibly by chance) the ef-
fect becomes positive and quite strong. In figure 8,
the first and second curves close to the upper left cor-
ner have these behavior and correspond respectively to
“Court” and “Studio” concepts. Furthermore, we ob-
serve some “step” shapes for some concepts, this effect
typically happens for some visually heterogeneous con-
cepts. When a positive sample is found, the system
possibly finds many others positives in his temporal
neighborhood. In figure 8, the lower curve corresponds
to the “Prisoner” concept.

For other concepts, like “Face”, the active learning was
so efficient even with a cold start from another col-
lection that very few negative samples were initially
found in the new collection. This even prevented an
early switch to the “2007 only” stage because of an
insufficient number of negative samples.

In order to study the benefit provided the quality and
diversity of the samples selected by the active learning
process, we computed classification of the test set with
several fraction of the learning set from 5% to 90%.

Figure 9 shows the evolution of the Inferred Average
Precision (IAP) (average for the 20 concepts selected
by TRECVID2007 for evaluation) with the number of
annotated samples. It appears that the most useful
samples are quickly selected: classification based on
the 15% first annotated samples gives satisfying perfor-
mance, while the classification based on the 35% first
annotated samples gives the best performance.

7 Conclusion

We organized the collaborative annotation of the
High Level Features (HLF) in the development set of
TRECVID 2007. These annotations will be used by
the TRECVID 2007 participants to train their systems
for the HLF extraction task. The annotation system
is web-based and takes benefits of the Active Learn-
ing approach. This system allows participants to si-
multaneously get the most useful information form the
partial annotation and significantly reduce the annota-
tion effort relatively to previous collaborative annota-
tions. We described the principles and the organization
of this project and the lessons learnt from it. Previous
experiments indicated that annotating only 20 to 30%
of the development set would not hurt the systems’
performances if these are carefully chosen. A similar
behavior in the finding rate of positive samples was
observed in the TRECVID 2007 collaborative annota-
tion and in these previous experiments. However, the
development collection of TRECVID 2007 was quite
small compared to the TRECVID 2003 and 2005 de-
velopment collections while the benefits of the active
learning approach for corpus annotation are expected
to be more and more visible when the corpus to be
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Figure 8: Evolution of the fraction of positive samples found with the fraction of annotated samples for the 36
concepts individually.
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Figure 9: Evolution of the mean of IAP of the 20 evaluated concepts with the fraction of annotated samples.

annotated becomes larger and larger.
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